'. ._ ---into physics. There is a connection between building huge accelerators and Erector sets and Meccanos and ham radios. There is a connection, sometimes a painful one, between childhood reading about lone science heros: Pasteur, Madame Curie, Einstein; and then growing up to be part of a group building or using a huge accelerator.
The public world of science is how society sees us, how we want to be seen in newspapers and on TV, how we interact with governments, and most important, how governments support science. Since the 1940's most of us in basic research havenot been able to avoid the public world, even if we wanted to stay in our private world. Public money is needed to study agriculture as well as atoms, libidos as well as leptons. If the apparatus is table size, if the laboratory is room size, with a little obliqueness the dependence on public money can be ignored.
The builders and users of large accelerators, of large telescopes, of space rockets and satellites cannot ignore their dependence.
At the-Spring, 1987 Meeting' of the American Physical Society I used many slides and two screens to visually trace the intertwining of the private and public worlds of science with the coming of the age of .particle accelerators. I was not trying to do the history or sociology or politics of accelerators. Rather I was illustrating some of the themes laid out historically in Fig. 1 . {During my talk, Fig. 1 was always projected,
here the reader will have to refer back to it).
There is not space here for all the pictures I used; I retain the unfamiliar images. Society with a capital S (High Society in Fig. 1 ) was interested in physics as culture and intellectual diversion. To the rest of society physics was hidden, remote.
The submarine telegraphic cable (Fig. 3) Edison was a thousand times more famous. Only Einstein crossed the _ -fame barrier out of our private world. His name stretched across the private and public worlds of physics ( Fig. 1 ).
--- 
The-End of the Amateur
In the last decades of the nineteenth century, a new gulf appeared between the private and public worlds of science. As sciences developed amateurs could no longer contribute or even fully understand. The usual example is the ninth edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica (1889), the last edition whose physics articles were useful to the professional and to the amateur. After that we have our Handbuch der Physik, and the encyclopedias stay with the public world.
An example I like is The. English Mechanic, a combined do-it-yourself and amateur scientist magazine (Fig. 7) . Building a steam car is an impressive hobby, but the inside contents of The English Mechanic are more _ -impressive.
In this issue there is a summary of a lecture by Dewar on liquid and solid hydrogen; a note on the Curie's work on induced radioactivity; the positions of two new variable stars are given; and there are dozens of queries from readers on subjects ranging from using ammonia for renovating felt hats to using the formula
ABde tdr r=O 0 ---There are no amateur science magazines or amateurs like that today.
Except in astronomy.
That lucky science has its subject in full view, still has crucial contributions from amateurs, and has apparatus which are also engineering feats. A hundred years ago telescopes were already impressive structures (Fig. 8 ). reading was the science and hobby magazines (Fig. 11 ) which were com--pounded of futuristic technology, science projects usually too complicated for our skill or pocket money (Fig. 12) , and occasional perpetual motion ( ROM coast to coast by rail in 24 hours, travehng literally on air-that is w.hat W. E. Boyette of Atlanta, Georgia! claims -for his invention, a railroad engine that runs almost entirely on air. Physics-Leaves Its Private World --After World War II the public discovered physics or rather discovered physicists. Not many physicists and not much physics, mostly it was the atom bomb and the hydrogen bomb and nuclear reactors and a little radar that caught the public. But this was enough for all of physics to cross the Rubicon into the public world of science: public interest, public scrutiny, public money.
There was only modest public interest or public scrutiny because we were still not associated with the new technologies and feats of engineering: superhighways, jumbo jets, Sputnik, and an astronaut walking on -the-moon. The newspapers and TV talked of rocket scientists but we knew they meant rocket engineers. Then the transistor appeared, and the newspapers and TV said that-the transistor is physics. We had arrived.
The images are familiar now and I move quickly. Mechanix, we found there were two kinds of neutrinos (now three) and -'. ._ the proton was made of quarks. We found the t,h/J particles, the r heavy lepton, the heavy b quark, the gluon that carries the strong force, and the W* and .Z" that carry the weak force. It has been a splendid, an amazing, twenty-five years. I'm sorry that these discoveries have been
given the awful and dull name "standard model". We have come so far -in answering Thomson's question U . . . or matter in a still finer form of subdivision?", our work deserves a better name. to the public world of science, and began to spill over into the industrial -world (Fig. 1) . In the past, connections between the accelerator world and the industrial world were fitful. We hungrily used some of their new technology -solid state electronics and computers. The passing from electron-positron storage rings to synchrotron light sources has begun to provide important applied research tools to industry. But mostly we kept . __.
to ourselves, except for the civil construction involved in building accelerators and accelerator laboratories: SLAC (Fig. 15) , Fermilab (Fig. 16 ),
and LEP (Fig. 17) .
LEP Ring .
-. 
I
We can no longer keep to ourselves, as accelerators get bigger the civil construction to be done by the industrial world grows bigger. We might still build our own accelerator technical components, but we now have obligations to use industry for the sake of industrial development and for the sale of national economies.
We can no longer keep to ourselves. We need the spiritual and cultural and financial support of the public world of science. The public can provide that support because they continue to be interested and excited by great engineering feats, and that is what our accelerators have become.
New and visible technology also interest the public. Our new technology is still-esoteric: superconducting magnets ( Fig. 18 ) and linear colliders (Figs. 19 and 20 ), but it is futuristic technology, and that is interesting to lots of people. There is also a fascination with the contrast between, on one side, the very small objects we study and the precision of some of our devices and, on the other side, the huge size of our tunnels and . interaction regions and detectors.
-.
As a demonstration my final two images (Fig. 21) are from a newspaper. Not the New York Times or the Washington Post, but the San .Francisco Examiner7 -a newspaper with an average mixture of national affairs, crime, local politics, and sports in its pages. The science reporter was given the space to do this article because the editors knew that large ---accelerators are news. Accelerators are news primarily because they are great engineering achievements, secondly because they incorporate highly visible new technology, thirdly, and this is a distant third, because we use them to learn more about the fundamental nature of matter. This is my thesis and my conclusion. the next accelerator will take us to the Higgs particle or to the theory of everything or to the next heavy lepton, or even to the top quark.
It is difficult to avoid promises when science gets discussed and displayed in newspapers, on TV, and in government hearings, Witness the new high-temperature superconductors (Fig. 1) . However if the promises of these superconductors are not kept, the public world will soon forget.
There will be little harm to material sciences or solid state physics. If our huge accelerators fail, our promises will not be so easily forgotten.
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